
Southern Brazilian Coastal Dunes: Movement and Structures

INTRODUCTION

The study of the Brazilian coastal dune primary sedimentary
structures started in 1963 after the Paleoclimate Conference
held in New Castle upon Tyne (January 7-12, 1963) in Great
Britain in order to confirm the methodology used for
determination of paleowind patterns from eolian sandstones.
During the field concerning the coastal dunes from Brazil and
Uruguay, two localities were selected for detailed surveying:
Jardim São Pedro, Praia de Leste (PR) and the Lagoa dune field
in the Santa Catarina Island, near Florianópolis (SC).

A recent and complete review about coastal dunes is
presented by and (1999) and and
(1999). However, since 1960 years classical and precursors
studies were conducted in coastal dunes in southern of Brazil by

. (1969). Recently works are presented by
(1990) and (1993) and co-works.

This paper does not review all the literature, but summarizes
data and definitions from the more important and classical
studies conducted in coastal dunes from Santa Catarina, Paraná
and Rio Grande do Sul States, southern of Brazil, in relation to
geographical and sedimentary features, including dune
structures, as well as cross-bedding as an indicator of prevailing
winds and paleowind patterns as derived from the orientation of
ancient dune cross-strata. Additionally more information about
the behaviour of parabolic dunes along the time in a reversing
dune field, by studying internal structures and morphological
changes.

The morphology and internal structure of dunes commmonly
indicate the wind direction responsible for them. It is important
to determine whether the dune-forming winds represent
prevailing winds or merely storm winds caused by passing
cyclones. The wind direction interpreted from dunes may or
may not correspond to the more persistent prevailing wind.
Excepcional storm winds may be far more effective than

moderate winds of long duration in transporting sand.
In order to test the validity of paleowind trends, determined

on the basis of internal structures, an extensive area of coastal
dunes in SouthAmerica from the mouth of theAmazon River to
the La Plata estuary was examined (B , 1972). The
resultant dip vector, obtained from cross-bedding
measurements, was compared with present-day wind-rose
diagrams and with the prevailing wind pattern (Figure 1). The
investigations were based on the general assumption that the
majority of the lee-side strata are deposited by prevailing winds,
which are related to major wind belts and to geographic pole
positions.

The basic elements of the present-day general circulation
pattern include: 1) air masses originating in both South Atlantic
and North Atlantic high pressure cells; 2) periodic advances of
air masses of polar origin. The Southern Atlantic, semimobile,
anticyclone cell constitutes the main center of circulation
(Figure 1a). During the southern winter (July), the high-
pressure cell expands toward and over the continent, whereas in
the southern summer it retreats into the middle of the ocean.

In the eastern and northern parts of the South Atlantic, high-
pressure cells start trade winds blowing toward the equator.
They constitute the southeasterly and easterly winds that blow
on the coast of northeastern Brazil. In the northern part of the
high-pressure cell the "return" trade winds begin and they blow
over the Brazilian coast as northeasterly or easterly winds. The
westerly winds begin along the western and southern margins of
the high-pressure cell.

The zone where the trade winds diverge is called divergence
zone. At the coast, this zone migrates toward the equator in the
summer (southern seasons). It is located north of Salvador,
Bahia, during January and south of this city during July (Figure
1a). North of the divergence zone, along the coast, winds blow
mostly from southeast to east, whereas south of this zone the
winds blow mostly from northeast to east.

The zone of contact (doldrums) between the trade winds
from southern and the northern Atlantic is called the
intertropical front. During the winter (July), all the northern
coast of Brazil is under the influence of the southeasterly trade
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winds, the intertropical front being in the northern hemisphere.
During the summer (January), the northern coast of Brazil is
under the influence of the northeasterly trade winds from the
North Atlantic high-pressure cell. These winds penetrate deep
into the continent, toward the Chaco region. The southern
Atlantic polar air mass, reinforced by the Pacific polar air mass,
advances periodically northward along the coast and
throughout the central plains of South America. During the

winter (July), along the coast, the polar air masses reach as far
north as northeastern Brazil, while in the summer (January), the
northern limit of periodic advances is somewhere in Bahia. The
advance of the polar air masses is rather complex and is
accompanied by cyclonic depressions moving northeastward.
Behind the polar front, anticyclonic cells are developed. They
are frequent along the southern and southeastern Brazilian
coast.

F i g u r e 1 . (a) Schematic diagrams of the present-day wind circulation in Brazil (after 1964). The right side diagram
indicates the resultant dip vectors from the dune cross-bedding measurements, which are in agreement with the general wind circulation
pattern at the Brazilian coast. (b) Cross-bedding measurements from recent and sub recent coastal dunes. The dip direction resultant dip
vector is indicated in the map for northern, northeastern, eastern, southeastern Brazil, and for Uruguay. The rose diagrams indicate the dip
directions and the resultant dip vector for the coastal dunes: 1 - Salinópolis (Pará); 2 - Archipelago of Fernando de Noronha; 3 - Aracaju
(Sergipe); 4 - Salvador (Bahia); 5 - Cabo Frio (Rio de Janeiro); 6 - Praia de Leste (Paraná); 7 - Barra do Sul (Santa Catarina); 8 and 9 -
Uruguay (after 1972).
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Prevailing Winds and Sediment Transporte in
Southern Brazil

REVERSING DUNES FIELD

Analysis of wind pattern and potential sediment transport by
the wind presented by (2003) are in agreement with
cross-bedding measurements made in the coastal dunes of Santa
Catarina and Rio Grande do Sul by (1972). The
results indicate the dominance of northeasterly- to easterly-
winds ("return" trade winds) (Figure 2 and 3).
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The wind regimen along the coast of Santa Catarina
presented a difference between the stations. This difference can
be attributed to the data registers of acquired superficial winds,
for still presenting differences in the stations anemographic
towers heights and for the difference of data collection methods,
in relation to sampling interval. However, in a general way, it
was possible to verify that the predominant wind is
northeastward, represented by the platform PVIX and Santa
Marta stations (see Figure 3).

Figure 3 and Table 1 presents the threshold of shear stress (
) obtained by equation proposed by (1941). The

results show that the average sand size increases from south to
north and consequently threshold of shear speed ( ) of the
fluid necessary to begin grain movement also increases
northward ( , 2003).

The DDR (Direction of Resultant Drift) obtained by the sand
roses, using (1979) models, agree with the general
migration direction of the dune fields. Thus, it was verified that
the migration direction of the dune fields agrees with the
predominant wind (highest occurrence) when the average
speeds surpass the limiting velocity of impact of the sand grain.
However when this speed is lower the average sand grain size of
starts to determine the migration direction of the dune field in
agreement with the prevailing winds (highest intensity).

The influence of the topography and average grain size is
clearly indicated in cross-bedding measurements (resultant dip
vector and consistency ratio), which are not in agreement with
the prevailing wind pattern. Elsewhere, in other dune fields
along the southern Brazilian coast, the cross-bedding
measurements and rose diagrams show no effective influence of
the occasional southerly storm winds, indicating in this way the
predominance and the importance of the prevailing winds, in
accumulating eolian sand 1972; , 2003).

Due to the location of the dune field in a shadow area
protected from the northeasterly prevailing winds, the deflected
northerly winds are not able to counteract the action of sand
transport resulting from the southern short-term storm winds.
Thus, the main eolian sand shift movement is to the north

1972, 1975b, 1979).
On the Island of Santa Catarina the results obtained from the

attitude of cross-strata measured in four localities (Praia dos
Ingleses, Praia do Santinho, Lagoa and Praia do Pântano do Sul)
are not in agreement with the general circulation pattern. In the
first two localities (122 cross-bedding measurements), the main
sand movement is toward NNW because the dune field is
protected from prevailing winds by local relief [consistency
ratios: 0.72 and 0.83] 1972) and because the sand
are coarser (medium size) than the south dune fields (fine to
very fine sand) ( , 2003; , 2004).

At Lagoa and Beach of the Pântano do Sul dune fields also
are largely affected by local relief. The Lagoa dune field is
located in the east-central part of Island of Santa Catarina (State

of Santa Catarina, Brazil). The dune field is bounded on the
eastern side by crystalline hills (mostly granite), on the south by
the Joaquina and Campeche beaches, on the north by the Lagoa
on the Conceição Lagoa, and on the west by the same Lagoa and
by crystalline hills (Figure 3).

At Lagoa the resultant dip vector (158 cross-bedding
measurements) indicates wind blowing from east-northeast
(prevailing wind quadrant), but the consistency ratio is very low
(0.12) and the rose diagram shows dips all around the quadrant.
Nevertheless, dune morphology indicates that occasional
strong southerly winds result from advances of polar air masses
over the region. Short-term observations in the field (not
accurate determinations) indicate that the prevailing winds are
deflected by the topography, changing to northerly winds. This
situation favors the development of an environment of
reversing dunes.

In these localities, the main sand movement is toward NNW
because the dune field is protects from prevailing winds by local
relief and also because the sand are coarser (medium size) than
the south dune fields (fine to very fine sand). The influence of
the prevailing winds on the Lagoa dune field decreases
considerably by the granites relief located upwind. The
prevailing winds become deflected by the mountain situated
westward from the Lagoa and from the dune field area, reaching
the later as northerly winds. The same is true for the locality no.
19 (see Figure 2) protected by hills in Torres at the northern
coast of Rio Grande do Sul.

In the northern coast of Santa Catarina and at the coast of
Paraná, the cross-bedding resultant dip vector indicates a
dominance of winds blowing from southeast and from east.
These results are in agreement with the direction of regional
prevailing winds originated in the temporary but frequent
anticyclonic cells related to the advance of polar air masses

1972; , 2003).

By reversal dune field it is understood an area of dunes where
the prevailing wind is not responsible for the main eolian sand
shifting, but the storm winds. The reversal dunes were formed in
areas where the action of the prevailing winds was locally
strongly disturbed by physical barriers, like hills or mountain
ranges, which cause wind deflection weakenig its capacity of
sand transport.

Reversing wind dunes referred by and
(1972) and (1975b) for the Lagoa dune field, Santa
Catarina Brazil, indicate the development of steep slipfaces on
opposite sides of a sand hill with a re-forming of the dune top
during the wind reversal (see Figure 4).

The majority of the sand dune fields have developed under
prevailing wind conditions, the sand movement follows closely
its path. This condition could be defined as the normal one. All
cross-bedding measurements in such a dune field will indicate a
vector closely parallel to the prevailing wind direction.

Besides the predominant wind, there are other strong winds
(storm winds) shifting the dune sands. Their direction and
importance are related to the dune fields geographical position.
The storm winds are responsible for changes in the dune shape,
as well as in its internal structure. In this case, the cross-strata
measurement resultant dip vector may or may not be closely
parallel to the prevailing wind direction, but the cross-strata
consintency ratio is lower than the one from the dunes where the
storm winds were less effective.

Where the dunes were mostly developed by unidirectional
winds, some preserved cross-strata sets may have been formed
as result from reversal wind direction. The reversing dunes are
characterized by the predominance of cross-strata sets formed
under reversal wind conditions (storm winds). The
effectiveness of the prevailing wind has been considerably
reduced by the physical barrier. Even than, the different wind
directions have shifted the sands forth and back with a
predominant positive sand budget for the storm winds.

The series of parallel transverse reversing dunes occurs in the
eastern and western sides of the Lagoa dune field.At the northen
end of the western side two reversing dunes were selected for
the study of internal structures. They have been formed in an
environment where due to topography the effect of the
prevailing wind is opposed by strong short-term storm winds of
almost opposite direction.

The dunes are about 4 to 5m high, being the heighest one
28m. They present a slow movement northwards. Usually the
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Table 1. Shear stress and impact threshold wind velocity
obtained in accordance to mean grain size for each dune field
(after , 2003).VINT MÉ
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Dune field Mean Grain Size

(mm)
u* t

(m . s-1)

u(10)
(m . s-1)

P. Grande 0.352 0.274 8.59

Barra do Sul 0.206 0.210 6.29

Ingleses 0.227 0.220 6.63

Joaquina 0.200 0.207 6.18

Siriœ 0.188 0.200 5.96

Ribanceira 0.198 0.205 6.14

Farol 0.181 0.196 5.83

M. Conventos 0.167 0.189 5.59

* u (10) is the impact threshold wind velocity, measured at a 10 meters
high.
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two slopes (facing north and south) are steep in consequence of
the changes caused by the opposite winds. In both faces the
slipface avalanching conditions alternate according to blowing
wind direction. In spite of being the southern winds short-term,
they are strong enough to move larger amount of sand when
compared with the long-term prevailing northeastern winds
weakened by the local relief (reaching the dune field as
northerly winds). The balance between the two wind systems
indicate a deposition debit for the northely winds.

Deformational structures are frequent, especially related to the
foreset avalanching beds.

The environmental conditions in the interdune area of
reversing dunes are somewhat dryer than those from the
parabolic interdune area. Although ephemeral water ponds
occur, most of the area is covered with Graminaea and
Cyperaceae, and some part is a sand plain without vegetation.

The figure 5 presents a truncate bear sequence of foresets
dipping northward, deposited by the southern short-term storm

Figure 2. Coastal dunes surveyed along southern Brazilian coast from Florianópolis to Lagoa dos Patos. Rose diagrams of the cross-strata
dip directions of the dunes. The arrows indicate the resultant dip vector, which usually correspond to the prevailing northeasterly winds,
exceptions occur at the localities no. 1, 2, 4 & 19 where the dune field is protected from the prevailing winds but exposed to the short term
strong southerly winds (after 1972).BIGARELLA,
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winds. In the several pits the high angle foresets are covered by
flat laying beds, dipping less than 1º. When these strata
approach upwind the sliding face on the dune behind, the angle
of dip reach as much as 10º.

In the Lagoa dune field one parabolic dune was selected for a
long term observation programme. The present study concerns
a compound parabolic dune located in the southern part of the
dune field about 480m from the beach.At the begining, a survey
was made in order to determine the internal organization of the
primary sedimentary structures. Most of the internal structures

to be recorded and analalysed were exposed by digging a series
of trenches and pits, and by cleaning the erosion scarps cut by
deflation near the dune nose (Figure 5). Trenches C, D, I and H
have been dug in the most active part of the compound parabolic
dune, trench I on the slipface, trench H on the windward side
behind the crest, and trenches C and D oriented oblique to the
wind direction. Trench E and pits E1, E2 and E3, were aligned
roughly parallel to the wind direction and constitute a southern
continuation of scarp B extending down the windward slope
into the interdune area. Trenches F and G, and pits 1-7 were
oriented normal both to the dune' s arms and to the dominant
storm wind direction. These pits were located in the interdune
area and dissected some of the small satellite parabolic dunes as

Parabolic Dune
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Figure 3. Analysis of wind pattern and potential sediment transport by wind presented (after 2003).VINT M,É
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well as low dome-shaped hummocky features (Figures 5).
In the crest area, surveyed in 1972, trenches D and H

constituted southward continuations of trenches C and I in the
slipface area (Figure 5). In trenches D and H, internal structures
consist of two main parts: (1) a thick set of cross-strata with
high-angle foresets, deposited as the nose of this parabolic dune
at an earlier stage, and (2) thinner cross-strata sets with low- to
moderate-angle dips deposited on the crest.

Structures representing an earlier position of the crest were
exposed in the scarps A and B. The former crest was cut in half
by deflation and a new crest was built downwind. From the
cross-strata pattern, the whole crest seems to result from the
coalescence of several low mounds of sand. Rose diagrams in
Figure 8 illustrate the peripherically dipping attitudes of cross-
strata deposited in the windward and downwind parts of the
former dune crest. High-angle dips (15º -30º) occur among lee-
side sets of cross-strata. Many angles of dip are between 3º - 11º.
About 20 percent of the strata dip peripherically in all directions
around the compass, suggesting a very gentle dome structure,
being the former crest of the parabolic dune possibly dome
shaped 1979). Trenches F and G illustrate the
internal structures in the parabolic dune arms. The trenches
were dug normal to the direction of the southern storm winds
(see Figure 5).

The cross-strata sets dip toward both the eastern and the
western quadrants, almost at rigth angles, or oblique to those on
the dune nose.

The profile across the arms of the parabolic dune may be
devided into two parts: the inner and the outer. The inner side,
less steep than the outer, commonly is an area of deflation. The
steeper outer profile has a slipface and is an area of deposition.
The left part of trench G (cutting the right arm of the parabolic
dune) may represent a former outer part of the left arm of an
earlier migrating parabolic dune, subsequently truncated by the
present dune (see Figure 5). High-angle strata from the outer
part of the arm seem to overlie low-angle interdune cross-strata,
enriched with humate compounds. In some places, an incipient
paleosoilAhorizon is found. The internal structure of trench F is

far more complex than that of trench G. The right side of trench
F (see Figure 5) is composed in the lower part of truncated
cross-strata dipping westward at moderate angles (18º - 25º).
They represent deposits of a former parabolic dune which
migrated across the area. Between this sequence and the one
forming the crest of the arm, are nearly flat lying strata (3º - 5º)
which probably represent interdune deposits. Above the
interdune strata, the structure of the arm can be traced across a
series of erosion surfaces, each series truncating slipface strata,
up to the present position of the crest.

The opposing attitudes of cross-strata in trenches F and G are
illustrated in a rose diagram (see Figure 9).

Penecontemporaneous deformation (deformational
structures) also is observed in parabolic dune, Lagoa dune field,
Brazil. This structures are caused by slumping of steep foresets,
is common in most coastal dune structures as showed in this
paper (Figure 10).

This gravitational slumping occurs during or soon after
deposition. Deformational structures also occur in moderately
to gently dipping strata. Deformed laminate may occur between
undeformed beds or may affect adjoining sets of strata. The
structures produced by deformation seem to be chaotic: folds,
faults, and breccias which consist of brocken, rolled, and
crinkled masses of sand. Some contorted structures result from
the activities of organisms.

The response to stresses and the type of structures developed
during deformation, are controlled largely by the amount of
moisture present in the sand , 1969;

, 1979; and 1972).
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For the whole Lagoa dune field in the previows 158 cross-
strata measurements the consistency ratio was very low (0.12)
and the resultants dip direction (S 65°W) was not significative
for indicating neither the prevailing deflected northely winds
was the southerly winds storm winds ( , 1972).
Howerver, in the delailed survyed parabolic dune the 366 cross-
strata measurements (Table 2) provided a resultant vector (N0
5°W), which coincides with the direction of the southerly storm
winds 1975b).

(BIGARELLA

(BIGARELLA,

Figure 4. Location of Lagoa Dune Field, Island de Santa Catarina, State of Santa Catarina, Brazil 1975b, 1979).(BIGARELLA,
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Interdune Area Between the Arms of the
Parabolic Dune

In an interdune area, between the arms of a surveyed
parabolic dune (see Figure 7) two lines of pits were dug. The
east-west line (pits 1-7) provided information concerning the
interdune area between the trenches G and F on the trailing arms
of the parabolic dune. The north-south line (pits E1, 2 and 3)
forms a southward continuation of trench E. The pits were
irregular in cross section with sides aproximately 1-2m long and
depths of 1-2m (Figures 6).

Characteristic of the interdune area are the apparently
structureless sands, enriched with humic compounds derived

from incipient soil formation. In some places, paleosoil A
horizons alternate with stratified sand.

The interdune area frequently becomes wet, sometimes
swampy. In the lower parts, after rains, small pounds may be
formed where the phreatic water level rises above the surface.A
typical vegetation cover of grasses and small shrubs grows in
the interdune environment when the sand is wet, and many
small plants specially Gramineae and Cyperaceae germinate
there. Humic compounds that originate from the decay of the
organic material stain the sandy substratum and are responsible
for the brown color of both ground water and surface water.

The burried upper surface of the brown structure less sand is
irregular. Above this surface are sequences of cross-stratified

Figure 5. Cross-sections and plan view of the parabolic dune studied in the Lagoa dune field, Santa Catarina Island, Brazil, showing scarps,
trenches and pits (modified from , 1975b).BIGARELLA
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.....

eolian sand deposited either by migration of the main parabolic
dune or by growth of small satellite parabolic dunes, and dome-
shaped features. The cross-bedding pattern from the interdune
area documents the migration or movement of former dune
bodies across this area. The trace of several parabolic dunes,
both nose and arms can be recognized (Figures 5). A rose
diagram (Figure 8) shows most strata in this area dipping
toward the northern quadrants, with an average dip direction of
N 5 W parallel to the southerly storm winds recorded for the
whole parabolic dune, coinciding with the dune axis

1975b, 1979).
In 1975, behind the nose crent backward slope, there was no

sand deposit above the 3 m contour line. In 194 a small sand
dome mound about one meter high was there, starting the
development of these features, which change in time (1988) to
small irregular parabolic dune satellite with a progressive
increase in size. In 1988 another mound was developed
southward. In 1995 these mounds have changed considerably in
size originating a compound parabolic dune with two main
noses, one inset in the other. The internal structures of these
small-scale satellite features were studied by digging several
trenches following their development through the time
changing from dome- to parabolic-shaped sandy bodies
(Figure. 10).

At the beginning stage, they present convex strata ("shield-
shaped") dipping all around (dome or foredune stage). Later on,
start the formation of the slipface strata with higher dipping
angles.

The sands were shifted both from the parabolic dune crest by
deflected weakened prevailing winds, and from the south by the
short-term storm winds. The greatest amount of sand deposited
mounds in the backslope of the dune came from the northerly
eolian transport.

In the early stages, in the upper part of the dome-shaped
satellite dune was frequent the presence of almost horizontal to
low dipping strata (Figure. 10). In many places there are lee-
side strata dipping both to the northern and southern quadrants
reaching up to 31º, in average 21º, considering only the dips
greater than 10º. In the trenches dug in the satellite dune features
38 cross-bedding measurements were taken, being the resultant
dip vector N32W and the consistency ratio 0.21.

The rate of movement of the parabolic dune from Lagoa dune
field was determined by the analysis of topographic
measurements made during a period of 27 years (1975, 1984,
1988, 1995 and 2002). The displacement of the parabolic dune
is obtained with a net of pickets distributed around and inside
the sand body area, as reference marks (points) for the
topographic survey along the time as described by Bigarella
(2000). The two inches galvanized pipes were firmly set with
concrete inside a cylindric hole dug in the sandy ground to avoid
vandalism. Even so, some of the pickets were pulled away with
a truck jack.

The first topographic survey was made in November of
1975. The pipe picket no. VIII was established as reference
mark with an arbitrary quota of 2.42 meters, due to the lack of a
geodetic point nearby. The morphology of the dune is
represented by tree dimensional block diagram and a profile
longitudinal to the dune.

At the time of the first topographic survey (November 1975),
between the parabolic dune arms behind from the nose crest, in

the relatively flat grass covered interdune area there were small
sandy hummocks, many of them with a rough parabolic shape,
oriented in the same direction of the main dune. Four more
topographic surveys were made in the years 1984 (July), 1988
(August), 1995 (October) and 2002 (March). In 2002 the
topographic survey was mad using a non-geodesic DGPS.

In the profile A-A' (Figure 11) the displacement at the 3 m
contour line (1975-1984) of the period 1984-1988 the nose of
the parabolic dune advance 14 meters to the north at a trate of
3.5 m/year. Between 1988-1995 the dune increased in size and
the displacement to 9.7 meters at a rate of 1.4 m/year. Between
1995-2002 the displacentment decreased to 1 meter at a rate of
0,57 m/year. From 1975-1995 the parabolic dune nose
advanced 49.7 meters northward, at an average rate of 2,49
meters per year.

During the Quaternary, especially in the Pleistocene, a
considerable amount of eolian sand was deposited on southern
Brazilian coastal plains. Active dune areas were much larger
then than at present, and today these former dune fields are
largely stabilized by vegetation. These changes are well
represented in the Lagoa dune field (Figure 7).

During the Quaternary the Lagoa dune field underwent
substantial changes on dune morphology. By the action of
concentrated rainfall the original sand body dissipated, i.e. the
.............

.

(BIGARELLA,

Parabolic Dune Displacement and
Morphological changes

Environmental Changes

Table 2. Direction and degree of dip for cross-strata in trenches,
scarps, pits and surface of a parabolic dune, Lagoa dune field,
Brazil. N.m. = number of measurements; A.d.d. = average dip
direction; M.d. = maximum dip; A.d. = average dip; C.r. =
consistency ratio (modified from 1975b).BIGARELLA,

Figure 6. Stratification in pits E1, E2, and E3 along north-south
line of the slope near the interdune area between the arms of the
parabolic dune, Lagoa dune field, Santa Catarina Island, Brazil.
Dip and strike are given for each numbered cross-strata set
within a pit. Light stippled areas are nonstratified sand. Pit
locations are shown in figure 5 (modified from ,
1975).

BIGARELLA
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Area N.m. A.d.d. M.d. A.d. C.r.

Whole dune field 158 S 65 W° 32° 17.7° 0.12

Studied parabolic
dune

366 N 05 W° 37° 19.6° 0.42

Satellite dunes
(this paper)

38 N 32 W° 31° 21° 0.21

Area 562 N 31°W 37° 19.2° 0.28
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eolian sands spread all around as a blanket decreasing in
thickness downwater. Remnants of eolian sand dissipation
ramps, as well as of colluvium-alluvium ramps indicate that in
the past the climatic conditions were not the same as today.
Climate in the past provided conditions for extensive dune
development alternating with episodes of dune dissipation.
Previously deposited eolian sands became mixed with
colluvium material decreasing the sorting degree of the sandy
sediment.

At the Lagoa dune field region periodical and recurrent
episodes of semiaridity or phases of dryer climate changed the

rainfall regimen, concentrating yearly precipitation in few
months. The worsening of the climatic conditions caused forest
retraction exposing soils to erosion. The weathered mantle from
the hills mixed with large amounts of eolian sands were moved
downslope forming a sandy ramp, referred by
(1975a) as dissipation ramp.

The dune submitted to heavy rainfall became soaked with
water which caused wet sliding, sandflow, rainwash and
gullying with formation of many alluvial fans coalescing into
dissipation ramps. Many faults in the sand body were developed
by sliding. The sandflow and the rainwash deposits are usually

BIGARELLA

Figure 7. Stratification in pits 1 - 7 along east-west line in interdune area between the arms of a parabolic dune in the Lagoa dune field, Santa
Catarina Island. Dip and strike are given for each numbered cross-strata set within a pit. Pit locations are shown in figure 5 (modified from

1975b).BIGARELLA,
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wavy or lense-shaped and frequently imbricated or contorted.
Some deposits are mostly derived from dissipation of the dunes,
while others are mixtures of colluvium and dissipated eolian
sands. In some places clay was deposited in ephemeral
interdune ponds. Phases of soil formation alternated with
deposits originated under more rough conditions. In the same
way dissipation deposits are intercalated with regular dune
cross-strata sets.

The dissipation structures were interpreted and considered
by most pedologists as typical of a podzol or of a podzolic soil
developed by pedogenetic processes. However, according to
sedimentological and stratigraphical evidences, these

structures originated by geogenetic processes and not by
pedogenesis. Changes due to pedogenesis are subsequent and
they usually destroy the original primary sedimentary
structures developed by the dissipation of the dunes.

Under normal conditions the coastal dunes from Lagoa dune
field are formed primarily by the accumulation of sand that
avalanche in the slip face of the dune. The most common
structures that result from avalanching, besides cross-
stratification, are shearing planes, thrusts, high-angle
asymmetrical folds, overturned folds, breccias, normal faults,
fadeout laminae and intertonging sand lenses and

1972).
(MCKEE

BIGARELLA,

Figure 8. Rose diagrams of attitudes of cross-strata dip direction recorded for scarps, trenches and pits representing the main parts of a
parabolic dune and of the interdune area. Lagoa dune field, Santa Catarina Island, Brazil (modified from 1975b).BIGARELLA,
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Under dissipation conditions, the amount of water increases
considerably. In the dunes may occur mass-movements like
"wet avalanches" which originate faults connected with a
system of shearing planes, brecciated sands and folds. The
downward movement, saturated with water differs from the
normal avalanching process being associated with sandflow
and rainwash deposits. In a more advanced stage the action of
sandflow and rainwash predominate over the whole sand body
producing its dissipation characterized by strutures with a wavy
and lenticular pattern 1975a, 1975b).

The avalanching of sands on the lee side of a dune produces
shearing planes, on which heavy minerals concentrate by
migrating down through the voids between grains. The
avalanching movement may start in wet sand by undercutting
the base of the deposit. The avalanches in wet sand resemble
mass movement in which may develop more than one shearing
plane (faults) parallel or sub parallel to the main movement. A

secondary system of shearing planes is developed roughly
perpendicular to the main faults 1975b).

Normal faults and breccias are characteristic of avalanching
in wet sand and 1972). Faulting due
avalanching, is related to heavy rainfall, which soaked the dune
with water.Associated sediments indicate the presence between
the dunes of small ephemeral streams, which could undercut the
base of the dune slope promoting conditions for sand to slide.

Scour-and-fill structures may form as part of a single process
in which the through are scoured by flowing waters with small
load of sediments and subsequently filled with sand transported
by water overcharged with sediments.

Scouring and filling are related to rainfall regimen and the
relative amount of sediment charge in the small ephemeral
stream flowing in the interdune area during the action of the
dissipation processes.

The reworking by dissipation destroys original dune

(BIGARELLA,

(BIGARELLA,

(MCKEE BIGARELLA,

Coastal Dunes

Figure 9. Deformational structures observed in parabolic dune, Lagoa dune field, Brazil. All measurements are in centimeters. (1
centimeters = 0.39 inch).
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structures, and concentrates colloidal materials in a wavy
irregular pattern as dissipation structures.

In an area within the Lagoaa dune field dissipation structures
in parabolic dunes were studied , 1975a). Flash
flooding in this area forms the large sandy ramps and the small-
scale structures that interrupt dune bedding patterns. The
processes seem to have been cyclic and developed under certain
environmental conditions; accordingly, dissipation layers
alternate with dune bedding and are recurrent in the
stratigraphic section. The older dunes in the field have lost their
original shape by dissipation. Some still show either hummocky
morphology or a rounded topography. Others have been
changed to tongue-shaped layers that are not intercalated
among other dune deposits.

The new structures produced by the reworking of the eolian

sands are not as easily visible as those from the previous dunes.
Nevertheless, they constitute actually new primary sedimentary
structures. Most of them suggest contorted bedding produced
by heavy density flow (load structures). Some may resemble
cut-and-fill, others follow shearing planes and small
intraformational faults originated by sand flow. Tube shaped
features can be related either to root growing or burrowing
animals like crabs. Small, either circular or irregular patches
would suggest the influence of root growing activity.

The author would like to thank the cooperation of Gerusa M.
Duarte, Nicolau C. Bigarella, Laertes P. Bigarella, Reinaldo A.
Petta, Ana Maria B. Franzoni, Cláudio César Zimmermann,
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Figure 10. Internal structures of the satellite dunes (dome- or rough parabolic-shaped hummocky features) in the back part of the parabolic
dune. These features were initially developed in the interdune area between the arms. Cross-bedding measurements from these features are
represented in the rose diagram (after 2000).BIGARELLA,
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Figure 11. Three dimensional morphology and longitudinal profile of parabolic dune to 1975, 1984, 1988, 1995 and 2002. Average
displacement at 3 m selected contour lines, from november 1975 to march, 2002 is in relation to year 1975 (solid line).
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